Sheet metal working

We give shape to your
ideas, with passion!

“We give personality to the sheet
metal, creating quality products”

Sheet metal working

Sheet metal working does not simply
mean shaping the metal, since, in many
cases, it requires technical quality and
aesthetic value.

In 1997, the two business partners Daniele and
Mauro founded the DM workshop, specialized in
sheet metal processing. Their professionalism and
reliability marked a path of gradual and solid growth,
with the primary objective of quality to the full
spectrum. It was in this context that DM was
structured, with the help of targeted technological
investments, as well as competent and qualified

QUALITY SYSTEM CERTIFIED

ISO 9001:2015

personnel, in order to offer flexibility and punctuality.
The constant spirit of innovation, the continuous

DM can satisfy the needs of any customer

research of processes improvement aimed at the

who requires high quality products and

quality of the product, the entrepreneurial experience
refined over the years, represent the added value of DM.
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finishes.
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We "laser cut"
your projects without any
constraints given by shape!
Our production department is equipped with
laser cutting systems, interlocked with automatic systems for loading and unloading flat
sheet metal.
Laser technology, which nowadays is widely
used in sheet metal processing, guarantees
excellent cutting quality and production
flexibility to a variety of applications.
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We "punch"
beyond imagination!

In the punching operations we combine high
accuracy and speed of production, constant
quality and total compliance with the project.
The flexibility of the punching process allows
us to create the most peculiar shapes in
short lead time and with low production cost.
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We "bend"
any shape with functionality
and accuracy!
The fact that we possess several CNC bending
machines as well as a robotised bending system
allows us to achieve precision and flexibility in
our manufacturing processes.
The high specialisation of our staff is a synonym
of quality assurance as regards the finished
products and timeliness of the bending process,
in different production batches.
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We "panel"
the most peculiar shapes!

DM is equipped with a semi-automatic panelling machine to offer versatility and good
adaptability to different requirements in the
production of panels, ensuring flexibility of
use, speed in execution of the components
and precision in the development of the
bends.
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We "weld"
each piece in a workmanlike
manner!

Even the welding is carefully carried out, in
order to offer high quality standards in the
aesthetic finishing of the product.
The welding department is provided with
advanced equipment and skilled personnel,
to meet any needs as far as the welding and
spot welding of semi-finished product is
concerned.
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...and other applications
upon request!

In addition to the main sheet metalworking
(laser cutting, punching, bending, welding),
DM has gained, over the years, a lot of experience in the development of complementary
activities that require assembly, technical
applications and installation of components
of various kinds, as well as ancillary services,
such as surface treatment (painting, galvanizing, etc.).
The packaging of the various components is
another strong point of ours, which allows us
to deliver the required product in its final form,
with considerable savings of time and money.
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For everything else, please request
a specific quote without commitment

(+39) 0434 591162
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DM DI ONGARO E PERISSINOTTI SRL
Via Pieve, 5 - Z.I. - 33080 Porcia (PN) | Italy
Tel. (+39) 0434 591162 - Fax (+39) 0434 591826
E-mail: info@dmlavorazioni.it

www.dmlavorazioni.it

